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Create, Master, BE the Connection Workshop
Santa Rosa, CA., Sunday October 11th, - October 16th, 2015 – Many of us
talk to animals but do we know how to “hear” their responses?
Minneapolis-based animal communicator, Kristen Scanlon, is offering a
once in a lifetime opportunity for anyone – novice to aficionado - to
develop their animal communication skills with some of the most
fantastic animals on the planet. At Safari West Wildlife Preserve and
African Tent Park, aka the “Sonoma Serengeti,” Scanlon will lead a 4
day 5 night full immersion workshop where participants are guided in
deep communication with wild animals, while enjoying the splendor of a
luxury camping on safari, in the heart of California wine country.
Owner and operator of Talk Pawsitive, LLC, Scanlon compiled a lifetime
of study and hands-on experience into the innovative “Create, Master,
BE The Connection” full immersion that’s designed to ensure
participants don’t just see the animals, but connect with them in lifechanging ways. The methods of interaction taught will enable
participants to instantaneously tune into their heart’s center,
creating a space of openness and presence to which the animals will
respond without hesitation. Learning to connect with the animals on a
whole new level allows them to offer deep wisdom and insight into our
hectic lives.
The intimate trip is capped at ten participants. A professional
photographer will be along for the journey, documenting three full
immersion days, capturing priceless moments of connection and joy,
whilst leaving participants free to completely focus on communing with
the animals. After four days of delicious meals, relaxation, and oncein-a-lifetime experiences with our animal kin, you’ll go home a changed
human being.

Workshop Dates:

Sunday October 11th, - October 16th, 2015

Event Location:

Safari West Park, SANTA ROSA, CA.

www.safariwest.com

For more detailed information, pricing and registration: contact
Kristen Scanlon ~ Talk Pawsitive, LLC ~ 763-226-6943 ` email:
talkpawsitive@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Talk-Pawsitive/134146601694?
fref=ts

